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3 Posizioni indicati

Bearly's
"Unlimited Excitement"

by Lindsey Gira

+1 902 423 2526

A place brimming with excitement, Bearly's is the venue for great music,
fine drinks and scrumptious bites. Centered around the concept of vintage
blues and jazz clubs, musicians keep the crowd tapping their feet with
beautiful numbers. Take your pick from its exquisite collection of brews
and spirits; sit back and enjoy some great performances put up by
renowned artists from across the country. Add in special theme nights,
featured bands and a fabulous comedy hour and karaoke night and you've
got a place that you simply cannot miss.
www.bearlys.ca/

bearlyshouse@gmail.com

1269 Barrington Street,
Halifax NS

Oasis
"Food Games and Beer"

by Engin_Akyurt

+1 902 422 2227

Located right in the middle of the downtown area, Oasis Pub and Eatery
has been around since 1949 although it used to be called the Nelson
Beverage Room. One of the oldest pubs in the city, this restaurant serves
delicious burgers, wings, sandwiches and more. Come in a big group and
grab a pitcher of beer. Play a game of pool or Foosball and catch all the
latest action in the world of sports. With exciting events taking place every
other night and a range of delicious food and beer, you can't go wrong
with this restaurant.
oasishfx.com/

info@oasishfx.com

5661 Spring Garden Road,
Halifax NS

Gus' Pub & Grill
"Rock On!"
Don't let the small interiors and cramped look of the Gus' Pub & Grill keep
you from having the most rocking experience of your life! That's because
this pub is reputed to be one of the best places to hang out at Halifax, if
what you're looking for is to guzzle down some freely flowing drinks while
you head bang to some extreme death metal, alternative rock, black
metal, and other brutal sounds. Some of the best indie bands frequently
perform to a wildly cheering North End audience at this venue. So, take
some time off and head here for some amazing drinks and delicious food,
all accompanied with your favorite music genre to keep you entertained.

by Jiaren Lau

+1 902 423 7786

2605 Agricola Street, Halifax NS
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